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In this paper we analyze the phononic band structure of bulk and surface waves in a two-dimensional
periodic structure consisting of an array of piezoelectric cylinders in an isotropic background material. The
explicit formulations of the bulk wave and the surface wave dispersion relations in such a structure are derived
based on the plane wave expansion method. The band gaps and the electromechanical coupling coefficients for
surface acoustic waves propagating in such a structure are calculated. The influences of material and geometri-
cal anisotropy as well as the filling fraction on the electromechanical coupling coefficients are discussed, and
some silent features are drawn. The results of this research may serve as an important reference for studying
surface acoustic wave devices consisting of phononic structures.
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Interest in the propagation of acoustic waves in phononic
crystals has grown in recent years because of the analogy
with photonic crystals. The existence of elastic band gaps in
phononic crystals may lead to the development of a variety
of acoustic devices, such as filters and transducers. In the
past, several theories of acoustic band structures have been
developed. Kushwahaet al.1 utilized the plane wave expan-
sion method to calculate the first full band structure of the
transverse polarization mode for periodic elastic composites.
In addition, Wilmet al.2 used the same method to study the
out-of-plane propagation of elastic bulk waves in a two-
dimensional phononic crystal, which consists of array of par-
allel square-section piezoelectric rods of Z-cut quartz embed-
ded in an epoxy matrix. In Refs. 3–6, the multiple scattering
theory was applied to study the band gaps of three-
dimensional periodic acoustic composites and the band struc-
ture of a phononic crystal consisting of complex and
frequency-dependent Lamè coefficients. García-Pabloset al.7

used the finite difference time domain method to interpret the
experimental data of two-dimensional systems consisting of
cylinders of fluidssHg, air, and oild inserted periodically in a
finite slab of Al host.

The investigation of surface acoustic waves propagating
in such composites has also receiving increasing attention. It
is certainly more complicated to study the surface acoustic
waves than that of the bulk acoustic waves due to the addi-
tional traction free boundary conditions. Tanaka and
Tamura8,9 reported calculations for surface waves on a
square lattice consisting of cubic materialssAlAs/GaAsd and
on a hexagonal lattice consisting of isotropic materialssAl/
polymerd using the plane wave expansion method.
Tartakovskaya10 employed a procedure similar to the so-
called empty lattice of solid state physics to investigate the
existence of full band gap of surface waves in elastic peri-
odic composites. Wuet al.11 utilized the plane wave expan-
sion method to study the phononic band gaps of surface
waves in two-dimensional phononic structures consisting of
general anisotropic materials. Wilmet al.12 applied the plane
wave expansion method to address piezoelectric composite
plate structures and analyses the dispersion relations of plate

modes and related characteristics. Among the existing litera-
ture, we note that the study of the behavior of surface waves
propagating in periodic piezoelectric structures is still lack-
ing.

On taking the piezoelectricity and electrical excitation
conditions into account, this paper is to investigate theoreti-
cally the characteristics of the bulk waves and surface acous-
tic waves in two-dimensional periodic piezoelectric struc-
tures based on the plane wave expansion method. The
influence of the piezoelectricity on the band gap characteris-
tics and wave propagating properties are calculated and dis-
cussed.

Consider a phononic crystal composed of a two dimen-
sional periodic arraysx-y planed of materialA embedded in a
background materialB. Both A and B materials are piezo-
electric or dielectric. In the quasistatic approximation, the
governing field equations of piezoelectricity can be ex-
pressed as

rüj = ]iTij ,

]iDi = 0, s1d

where rsxd is the position-dependent mass density and
ujsr ,td is the displacement vector,r =sx ,zd=sx,y,zd is the
position vector, andTijsr ,td and Disr ,td are the stress and
electric displacement, respectively. The piezoelectric consti-
tutive relations with the displacementujsr ,td and the electric
potentialfsr ,td as variables are given by

Tij = cijkl]luk + elij ]lf,

Di = eikl]luk − «il]lf, s2d

where cijklsxd, elij sxd, and «ilsxd are the position-dependent
elastic stiffness constants, piezoelectric constants, and per-
mittivity, respectively. Note that the material constants do not
dependent on the coordinatez because of the homogeneity of
the phononic crystal along thez axis. Due to the spatial pe-
riodicity, the material constants can be expanded in Fourier
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series with respect to the two-dimensional reciprocal lattice
vectorssRLVsd, G=sG1,G2d, as

asxd = o
G

eiG.xaG, s3d

wherea=sr ,cijkl ,elij ,«ild, andaG is the corresponding Fou-
rier coefficients. On utilizing the Bloch theorem and expand-
ing the displacement vectorujsr ,td and electric potential
fsr ,td in Fourier series, we have

ujsr ,td = o
G

eisk.x−vtdseiG.xAG
j eikzzd ,

fsr ,td = o
G

eisk.x−vtdseiG.xAG
4 eikzzd , s4d

wherek =sk1,k2d is the Bloch wave vector,v is the circular
frequency, andkz is the wave number along thez direction,
and AG

j , s j =1, 2, 3d and AG
4 are the amplitudes of the dis-

placement vector and electric potential, respectively. Using
Eqs.s3d and s4d, the following generalized eigenvalue prob-
lem with respect tokz can be derived from Eq.s1d and Eq.
s2d:11,13

sRkz
2 + Qkz + PdU = 0, s5d

where U=hAG8
1 ,AG8

2 ,AG8
3 ,AG8

4 jT is called the generalized
displacement vector, the 4n34n matricesR, Q, and P are
functions ofk, G, v, and the Fourier coefficients of material
constantsrG, cG

ijkl, eG
lij and«G

il , andn is the number of RLVs.
The expressions of the components of matrices addition to
the case of phononic crystals with piezoelectricity ignored
are listed in the Appendix.

The dispersion relations of bulk waves can be obtained by
setting the determinant of matrixP equals to zero. But for
the case of surface wave, the lattice displacement and the
electric potential exponentially decay into the half space, and
thus, the complex wave numberkz with positive imaginary
part, which obtained from Eq.s5d, are chosen. Accordingly,
we put AG

jsld=XlaG
jsld sj =1−4 and l =1−4nd, in Eq. s4d and

sum overl. aG
jsld is the associated eigenvector of the eigen-

value kz
sld, andXl is the undetermined weighting coefficient

which can be determined from the boundary conditions on
the surfacez=0. The mechanical boundary conditions at the
free surface require the nullity of stress components on the
surface, i.e.,Ti3uz=0=sci3kl]luk+eli3]lfduz=0=0, si =1, 2, 3d.
For piezoelectric materials, the electric boundary condition
should be specified. If the surface is covered by a hypotheti-
cal medium with zero permittivity, we have the open-circuit
condition withD3uz=0=sci3kl]luk−«3l]lfduz=0, giving the phase
velocity V=V0. If the surface is covered by a very thin me-
tallic film, we have the short-circuit condition with
fuz=0=0, giving the phase velocityV=V`. By using the In-
gebrigtsen approximation,14 the electromechanical coupling
coefficient of a piezoelectric medium can be approximated as

K2 = 2
V0 − V`

V0
. s6d

Apply the boundary conditions, we have a homogeneous
linear system of equations forXl, or H ·X =0. H is a
4n34n matrix, and the explicit expressions for the compo-
nents ofH are given in the Appendix. For the existence of a
nontrivial solution ofXl, the following condition must be
satisfied,

detsHd = 0. s7d

Equationss5d ands7d can be solved simultaneously to deter-
mine the dispersion relation for surface waves propagating in
the two-dimensional phononic crystals with both the filling
material and the background material belong to the triclinic
system.

We consider a two-dimensional phononic crystal with
square lattice where the circular cylinders of radiusr0 are
embedded periodically in background material with lattice
spacinga. The reciprocal-lattice vector in these structures is
G=s2pN1p /a,2pN2/ad with integersN1 andN2.

Figure 1 shows the dispersion relations of piezoelectric
waves corresponding to a two-dimensional square lattice

FIG. 1. Dispersion relations of surface acous-
tic waves sSAW, dotsd, pseudo-SAWsPSAW,
open circlesd, bulk longitudinal sL, bold solid
linesd, shear verticalsSV, thin solid linesd, and
shear horizontalsSH, dashed linesd acoustic
waves in a square lattice of Bi12GeO20 in SiO2.
The inset shows the slowness surfacesin kx−ky

planed at va/Ct=1.4 of the bulk waves. Dashed
lines are calculated by ignoring the piezoelectric-
ity swhereCt=Îc44

B /rBd.
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phononic crystal consisting of Bi12GeO20s001d circular cyl-
inders in a silica substrate along the boundary of the irreduc-
ible part of the Brillouin zone. The filling fractionf is 0.6.
The notations001d means the crystal plane parallel to thex
-y plane. Material constants used in the calculation can be
found in Ref. 15. In Fig. 1, we find that all bulk modes as
well as the surface mode exhibit folding effect with fre-
quency zgaps at the zone-edgeX point, and the gaps of SH
mode and surface/pseudosurface mode continuous to exist
along the boundary up to theM point. In order to analyze the
influence of piezoelectric effect on the phononic band struc-
ture, we first calculated the slowness surface atva/Ct=1.4,
and the results are shown in the inset of Fig. 1. Only the
shear vertical wave is piezoelectric, as shown by the gap
between its curve and the dashed curvesobtained with
piezoelectricity ignoredd. Longitudinal mode and shear hori-
zontal mode are not affected by the piezoelectricity since the
only nonzero piezoelectric constants of Bi12GeO20 are
e14=e25=e36. In this regards, Eq.s5d can be decoupled into
the mixed polarization modesfi.e., longitudinalsLd and shear
horizontal sSHdg which are piezoelectric inactive and shear
vertical sSVd modes with polarization of the displacement
along the cylinder axis.

Based on Eq.s6d, the electromechanical coupling coeffi-
cients for the surface mode and the pseudosurface mode are
calculated as functions ofu and shown in Fig. 2sad. The
pseudosurface branch has higher coupling coefficient than
that of the surface branch with maxima 0.74 and 0.63 %
occur nearf011g direction, respectively. The inset in Fig. 2sad
displays the angular dependence of dispersion curves of
SAW, PSAW, and BAW atka/p=1, dashed curves represent
the shear vertical waves as piezoelectricity is ignored. For
the case of constant reduced wave vector, the value of verti-
cal axis of the inset is proportional to the phase velocity of
the plane waves. In the figure, the SV wave remains almost
constant, but the SH wave increases continuously withu and
maximized at 45° fromG-X direction. For computation time
consideration, we used 25 RLVs in all calculation conducted
in this paper. The convergence test for the electromechanical
coupling coefficient of the surface mode branch in this case
shows that the satisfactory accuracy for the low-frequency
part was attained.

Filling fraction is also a key parameter in controlling the
electromechanical coupling coefficient. Figure 2sbd illus-
trates the variation of coupling coefficients of the surface
mode and the pseudosurface mode at theX point as a func-
tion of the filling fraction, which are calculated along the
surface mode and the pseudo-surface mode branches shown
in the inset. In this propagating direction, the coupling coef-
ficient is much smaller than that in other directionfsee Fig.
2sadg. The results in Fig. 2sbd show that the electromechani-
cal coupling coefficient increases progressively with the in-
crease of the filling fraction until a critical value and then
decreases. The maximumK2 values for the surface mode and
the pseudo-surface mode are 0.047 and 0.163 % atf =0.549
and f =0.393, respectively. The inset of Fig. 2sbd shows the
band edges of the surface and pseudosurface acoustic wave
frequency gap and its normalized width at theX point as a
function of the filling fractionf. It shows that the maximum
gap width appears atf =0.183 for short-circuit condition.

Note that when the filling fraction decreases to zero, the
phase velocity of surface acoustic wave reduced to the SAW
velocity of a single-crystal silica with no difference between
the open-circuit and short-circuit conditions.

In piezoelectric phononic crystals, the periodic boundary
condition causes the dispersive character for electromechani-
cal coupling coefficient. Figure 3 shows the electromechani-
cal coupling coefficient as function of frequency-lattice spac-
ing product for the surface mode branch along theG−X

FIG. 2. Electromechanical coupling coefficients of the surface
ssolid lined and pseudosurfacesdashed lined mode branchessad as
function of angle fromG-X direction atka/p=1; sbd calculated
along the frequency edges at theX point vs filling fraction f. The
inset ofsad shows the angular dependence of the frequencies of the
SAW, PSAW, and BAW modes. The inset ofsbd shows the normal-
ized gap widthsbold solid lined and the band edgessdashed linesd of
the gap in between the surface mode and the pseudosurface mode.
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direction in the piezoelectric phononic crystal Bi12GeO20/
SiO2. We note that the curve stop at the frequency of first
surface mode branch corresponding to the symmetry pointX,
that is, the frequency-lattice spacing product is equal to 929
m/s. The calculated results show that big change of coupling
coefficients occur near the symmetry pointX of the Brillouin
zone. When the wavelength of surface acoustic wave com-
pare with the lattice spacing, the effect of periodic boundary
affect the variation of coupling coefficient apparently.

To conclude, we have calculated the phononic band struc-
ture of the bulk and surface waves in a two-dimensional
periodic structure consisting of array of piezoelectric cylin-
ders Bi12GeO20 in an isotropic background material SiO2.
The explicit formulations of the bulk wave and the surface
wave dispersion relations in such a structure were derived
based on the plane wave expansion method. The band gaps
and the electromechanical coupling coefficients for surface
acoustic waves propagating in the phononic structure with
piezoelectric filler material were calculated. In addition, the
influences the filling fraction on the electromechanical cou-
pling coefficients and band gap were evaluated. We found

that the maximum band gap at theX point may appear at a
filling ratio as small as 0.183 for the case of bismuth germa-
nium oxide cylindrical filler in silica substrate. From the cal-
culations, we note that there is no simple relation exists be-
tween the electromechanical coupling coefficient and filling
ratio. To determine the optimal filling fraction of a particular
piezoelectric phononic crystal, a detailed analysis is needed.
Finally, we note that the results of this research offer extra
design possibilities to control and enhance the performance
of acoustic devices consisting of phononic structures.

The authors gratefully acknowledge the financial support
from the National Science Council of Taiwan.

APPENDIX

The explicit expressions of matrix components in Eq.s5d
andH are

PG,G8
si,4d = PG,G8

s4,id = − sGa + kadsGb8 + kbdeG−G8
abi ,

PG,G8
s4,4d = sGa + kadsGb8 + kbd«G−G8

ab ,

QG,G8
si,4d = − fsGa + kadeG−G8

3ai + sGb8 + kbdeG−G8
b3i g,

QG,G8
s4,id = − fsGa + kadeG−G8

ai3 + sGb8 + kbdeG−G8
3ib g,

QG,G
s4,4d = − fsGa + kad«G−G8

a3 + sGb8 + kbd«G−G8
3b g,

RG,G8
si,4d = RG,G8

s4,id = − eG−G8
33i , RG,G8

s4,4d = «G−G8
33 ,

Hi,G
smd = o

G8
FsGa8 + kadscG−G8

i3ja aG8
jsmd + eG−G8

ai3 aG8
4smdd

+ kz
smdscG−G8

i3j3 aG8
jsmd + eG−G8

3i3 aG8
4smdd G ,

H4,G
smd = o

G8
FsGa8 + kadseG−G8

3ja aG8
jsmd − «G−G8

3a aG8
4 d

+ kz
smdseG−G8

3j3 aG8
jsmd − «G−G8

33 aG8
4 d G ,

for the open circuit and

H4,G
smd = aG

4smd

for the short circuit, wherei , j =1,2,3, anda ,b=1, 2.
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